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Find your menu’s sweet spot

Your take-away menu is carrying a lot of weight these days. It needs to offer a sufficient range of items to satisfy 
guests (though not so many that you overwhelm them with choices or generate waste). It must communicate 
the experience of eating these items (but without too many words). And it must accomplish this all without the 
person ever having to walk through your doors to experience your brand. Chances are we’ll be looking at anoth-
er several months of dining room restrictions and 
being limited to take-away and delivery – particular 
during the winter months, when it can be hard to 
get people to come out even in normal years. So 
give your menu a reality check now. Aside from 
organizing items by category, ensuring everything 
travels well, explaining options with a handful of 
carefully chosen words that help communicate the 
texture, freshness and aroma of an item, and in-
cluding appealing photos, try to add some intrigue. 
Beyond your popular standbys, think about what 
regular tweaks you can make that will entice people 
to come back and see what creative menu items 
– or even new categories – you are offering. New 
research from Postmates, for example, found that 
sales of family meals had climbed 175 percent and 
alcohol sales 49 percent over last year. Special occasions have resulted in food and beverage spikes too: National 
Ice Cream Day in July led to a 118 percent increase in ice cream sales, and Election Day resulted in sharp increas-
es of orders of pizza, alcohol, cupcakes and ice cream. Clearly this is a year when people crave comfort. What 
kind of comfort can you cook up for upcoming occasions this winter?



Harness tech to manage 
back-of-house inefficiencies

From tech-enabled, touch-free food pickups to 
streamlined mobile ordering, front-of-house 
technology tends to garner the most headlines. 
But how you use technology in the back of house is 
likely even more important – and should be a key 
area of focus for operators in the next year. It’s all 
about efficiency. Your back-of-house systems are the 
foundation of your front-of-house success: They can 
help you monitor your inventory; build, price and 
adjust your menu effectively; place orders based on 
available supply; and predict demand to help you 
adjust staffing levels. Identify an area of waste in your 
back-of-house operation and there is likely technology 
available that can help you measure, monitor and 
address it before it becomes a serious concern. And 
at a time as challenging as the one restaurants are 
experiencing now, every little bit of efficiency helps.

Automation escalation

What kitchen tasks do you wish you could auto-
mate? Even if you haven’t contemplated bring-
ing in a robot – or some kind of technology to 
help with repetitive tasks – a growing number of 
brands are doing so as a result of the pandemic. 
As a result, they are creating efficiencies that are 
likely going to give them a competitive advan-
tage down the line. New research from Research 
Nester found that the market for cooking robots is 
likely to grow more than 16 percent between now 
and 2028 – and have a market valuation (now $86 
million) of $322 million by 2028. The good news is 
that as automation becomes more widespread, it 
could also become more financially accessible for 
smaller operators.



Korean Style Fire Chicken

Turn up the heat

As the weather cools, you can keep guests cozy by 
adding some spice. Foods with a little kick are also 
on trend right now – and can help you transform 
the vegetables and proteins you have on hand. 
John Brewer of Excaliber Seasoning told Supermar-
ket Perimeter recently that its warming seasonings 
and marinades have been popular this year – in-
cluding habanero, cinnamon, mushroom, green 
tea, whiskey and citrus – as well as those with an 
international flair, like Szechuan, Gochujang, haris-
sa and piri piri.

Food Trends

Ingredients:
12 Chicken Thighs, Boneless, Skinless
1 1/2 C  Plain, Greek Nonfat Yogurt
3 Tbsp  Gochujang
1 1/2 C  Lemon-Lime Soda
1 1/2 C  Sweet Miso Sauce
6 Tbsp White Miso Paste
3 C Lemon-Lime Soda
1/2 C  Mirin
6 Tbsp  Gochujang
1 Tbsp  Fish Sauce
1/2 C  Plain, Nonfat Greek Yogurt
1/4 C  Lime Juice

Instructions:
1. Combine miso paste, 3 cups lemon lime soda, mirin, 6 Tbsp 

gochujang and fish sauce in a medium sauce pan set to medium 
high heat.Combine oatmilk and confectioner sugar in a large 
mixing bowl.

2. Reduce the sauce over medium high heat while whisking 

periodically; Reduce for 10 minutes or until sauce has reduced 
by half. 

3. Either serve immedately, or transfer the sauce in to a heat stable 
container, cover, and refrigerate until needed.  

4. Combine yogurt and lime juice in a medium mixing bowl; Whisk 
until smooth and creamy. 

5. Transfer in to a storage container, cover, and refrigerate until 
needed.  

6. Pre-heat an a grill over medium high heat.  
7. In a medium mixing bowl, combine yogurt, gochujang, and lem-

on-lime soda; Whisk until ingredients are well incorperated.
8. Add chicken thighs to the mixing bowl; Mix until chicken is 

throughly coated.
9. Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and reserve under refrigera-

tion for 2 hours.
10. Proceed to grill chicken thights on a well oiled grill until marks 

are present and chickens internal cooking temperature reaches 
165 F (Aproximately 4 minutes on each side).

11. Transfer sweet miso sauce in to a mixing bowl and add grilled 
chicken.

12. Toss until chicken is throughly coated.
13. For each portion, drizzle 2 chicken thighs with 2 Tbsp(s) of Limey 

greek yogurt crema. 
14. Garnish with 1/2 tsp(s) of toasted white sesame seeds and 1/2 

Tbsp(s) of fresh chopped scallions. 

Recipe and photo courtesy of Danone



Buffet-style safety
Holiday gatherings and buffets go hand-in-hand – well, they 
did until 2020. If you have served food buffet-style in the past, 
you have no doubt reinvented it for the current environment or 
replaced it altogether. If you’re still offering this service in some 
form, consider these precautions to help protect safety: Have 
your staff (wearing PPE) serve each guest and provide new dish-
es and cutlery. Enforce social distancing and mask-wearing for 
guests waiting in line. Serve items in self-contained, miniature 
form. Provide the option of a scaled-down buffet sampler for 
each table to avoid having guests circulate – or even offer a “buf-
fet in a box” take-away option. Have staff (again wearing PPE) 
circulate with trays carrying pre-portioned items, cocktail-party 
style, that they can serve to each table. Buffets are like a kid-in-
a-candy-store kind of experience. How can you replicate that 
feeling while protecting everyone’s safety?

#FoodSafety



Protect your team’s mental health

This year has asked so much of restaurant operators – as innova-
tors, entrepreneurs, managers and neighbors. While it’s natural 
for people in the service profession to look for ways to serve 
guests well, taking care of staff – and themselves – can take a 
backseat. But the well-being of a restaurant’s entire team trickles 
down through your business and impacts all of your relation-
ships. The slower period this winter may be a time to refocus on 
strengthening your team from the inside out. Mental health in 
restaurants was a central theme of the recent Chefs’ Congress in 
Lisbon. According to this report in Forbes, the event incorporat-
ed videos, workshops and techniques designed to allow owners, 
chefs, cooks and workers to better understand how to manage 
teams, partner with human resources, and increase awareness of 
workers’ rights and risk factors. It even offered anonymous ther-
apy sessions for restaurant professionals. As awareness of these 
issues grows, such events can provide teaching tools and other 
resources for operators regardless of where they do business.

#FoodSafety



Ethical eats

 Even before this year, consumers were thinking more about the sources of the food they eat. Last year, a You-
Gov study of more than 9,000 consumers in the U.S., U.K., Italy, Canada, Spain, the Netherlands and Sweden 
found that 66 percent of consumers said they would feel more positive about companies that can demonstrate 
they are making efforts to reduce the carbon footprint of their products. Now that 2020 has put climate con-
cerns under a magnifying glass and also demon-
strated to consumers how it can be difficult to 
get the foods they want when they want them, 
food sourcing has become even more import-
ant. As the Rail reports, some restaurants are 
stepping up to promote greater transparency 
around their sourcing and environmental impact 
by identifying meals on their menus that have 
a low carbon footprint. Panera, Just Salads and 
Chipotle are among them – and Chipotle has 
even developed a proprietary tool that evaluates 
a menu item against measures including carbon 
in the atmosphere, water saved, improved soil 
health, organic land supported and antibiotics avoided. Can your existing technology help you harness data 
about your inventory that you can then use to market menu items? In addition to helping the environment 
and building customer loyalty, it could be just plain good for business: Just Salads reported a 26 percent sales 
increase after they started labeling products with lower carbon footprints.

Team Four/Value 4 provides customized Supply Chain Solutions and Business Consultancy to the foodservice 
owners and operators throughout the United States.  To find out how we can help your business save money 
contact us at:

 1-888-891-3103 or visit our web site at www.teamfourfoods.com and www.valuefour.com
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